Zame observed that the infinite case could be treated provided the assumption was made that the norms converge to zero. He also made several other suggestions that have resulted in more incisive results and more lucid exposition.
l Preliminary results. If όt? is a subalgebra of &{2{f), the algebra of all bounded operators on the separable Hubert space Sίf, and j^ contains the identity, a projection P in J^', the commutant of j*f, is antisymmetric for j^ if jf P = {A \ P£ίf\ A e sf) is an antisymmetric subalgebra of έ%(P3^). A maximal antisymmetric projection for J^ is an antisymmetric projection for jzf that is maximal, for the usual ordering, in the set of all antisymmetric projections. Let ^£{^f) denote the set of all maximal antisymmetric projections for sf. ^(Jtf) is contained in the center of the von Neumann algebra generated by jy [6] . Also, if Q is any antisymmetric projection for j^, there is a P in ^€(jzf) such that Q ^ P [6] . Also, if Pe^#(j/) and Q is an antisymmetric projection for j*f such that PQ Φ 0, then Q^P ( [5] , Proposition 2). Finally, each antisymmetric projection that belongs to s/ must be maximal.
The proof of the following result is left to the reader PROPOSITION 1.1. 7 / Γ = φ {T s \ j ^ 1} and \\ Tj\\ -+ 0 as j -» ©o, then U Throughout this paper, the following notation will be fixed. R and C stand for the real and complex numbers, and • denotes the empty set. If {^^} is a finite or countable sequence of Hubert spaces, ^f = φ y ^ ; if 
2.
The antisymmetry of ^f u {T)^ In this section we will study the antisymmetry of *SK(T) under the assumptions, that T is a finite direct sum T^^φ φΓ, or Γ is an infinite direct sum T = ΓiΦ^φ and \\T d and JK(T d ) is antisymmetric for each j ^ 1. However, the results and the proofs will only be given in the infinite case. The statements of the results for the finite case and their proofs are left to the reader.
Proof. It is easy to see that PjβΛK(T) iff JK(T)
). The proof is now completed by applying Theorem 1.4 
We have shown that ^T(J^(Γ)) £ {P,: Je ^Γ}. It only remains to show that P L is a maximal antisymmetric projection. But this is easy since the fact that it is antisymmetric implies there is an
Observe that if L is as in the preceding proof, then P L is not necessarily in J^ζ(T).
If T is an irreducible operator (that is, {T}' contains no nontrivial projections), then J#ί(T) is antisymmetric [5] , Now if T is compact, T = ^φΓjφ where each T 5 is irreducible ([1], 1.4.5) . A combination of this result and Theorem 2.2 yield a description of those compact operators T such that J*C(T) is antisymmetric. THEOREM 
If T is a compact operator and T = 2\0T 2 0-where each T ό is irreducible, then JK(T) is antisymmetric iff for each finite subset J of N, σ(Tj) Π ff(
Note that because the spectrum of a compact operator is polynomially convex, it is not necessary to use the polynomially convex hulls of the spectra in Theorem 2.6. Also, this same fact implies that JK(T) = & U (T) for any compact operator. COROLLARY 
If T is a compact operator and T =
, where each T ό is irreducible and has infinite rank, then is antisymmetric.
The following example illustrates Theorem 2.6. Vf(x) = Then V and Γ n are irreducible and ||ΓJ|->0. Therefore, T = θ?=i T n φ V is a compact operator. Now σ(T n ) = {1/n, I/O + 1)} so if T o = ©~= 1 Γ n , then JKCΓo) is antisymmetric by Theorem 2.6. Also, 0 6(τ(Γ 0 ) so that J<(Γ) is antisymmetric by Theorem 2. 2. This section concludes with a word of caution to the reader. If JeJΓ, the partition constructed for Theorem 2.5, then is antisymmetric and Pj is an antisymmetric projection for However, if J is an arbitrary subset of N and Pj is an antisymmetric projection for JK(T), it does not follow that JK(Tj) is antisymmetric. This is illustrated by the following example.
Let X ± = {zeC:\z\^l}n{zeC:Rez^O}, X 2 = {1/2}, X z = {z e C: \z\ = 1}. Let T ό be a normal operator with σ(T s ) = X, , i= 1, 2, 3. In the preceding example, ^/(cX(!Γ)) = {/}, since JK(T) is antisymmetric.
3* The antisymmetry of & U (T).
Here we assume that T is a finite direct sum or an infinite direct sum of operators {T ό } such that ||JP 5 -||->0 as j->°°, and ^u{T β ) is antisymmetric for each j. As in § 2, only the results for infinite direct sums will be given. In fact, no proofs of results analogous to results in § 2 are given here; these proofs following by analogous arguments. PROPOSITION 
Let Te£f(£έf τ ) and (a) // JK(S) is antisymmetric, σ(T)~ £ &(S)~, and σ(T)~ is a spectral set for T, then J^(Γ0S) is antisymmetric. (b) // &Jβ) is antisymmetric, σ(T) £ σ(S), and σ(T) is a spectral set for Γ, then & U (T@S) is antisymmetric.
Proof 
. // JK(S) [resp., & U (S)] is antisymmetric and
T is a subnormal operator with σ (TT aσ(SY [resp., σ(T) 4.4. If T and N are compact operators and N is normal, then *Ssf u 
(T@N) is antisymmetric if and only if *Sϊf u (T) is antisymmetric and σ(N) czσ(T).

Proof. If JK(T) is antisymmetric and σ(N)cσ(T),
then is antisymmetric by Corollary 4.2. Now assume that is antisymmetric. Let T = φ™ =1 T n where each T n is irreducible and let N = φ^= i X n where {X lf λ 2 , } are the eigenvalues of N, each repeated according to its multiplicity; each X n is considered as acting on a one dimensional Hubert space. Then is the decomposition of the compact operator T 0 N as a direct sum of irreducible compact operators. Fix an integer k and let J = {jeN Xj = λ fc }: Applying (2.6) to this J, it follows that X k eσ (Γ0 θy«jλ y ) = σ(T){J{\-: j<£J} = σ(T)U{Xj: j$J}Ό{0}.
Clearly if λ* Φ 0 then X k eσ(T). The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
So σ(N)\{0} Q σ(T). If σ(N) is infinite, then σ(T) must be infinite and so Oeσ(T). If σ(N) is finite and
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